Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today’s reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

- They had a new family
- And a new language.
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

They learned different music.
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

peoples make new family.
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

They were brought to the new land. They were hoping that they will soon meet a gen.
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

- they brought seeds and drank water.
- they got separated from their family.
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

*They like their language.*
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

They survive in a boat

but they sad too.
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today’s reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

the People Made now

Friends at the now

land
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

They no how to learned

Know

To read
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because... 

*they made a new friend*.
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

- They learned different songs.
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

---

See Sora.

seeds in braids
The people born on the water were hopeful because...

People been in the

People jump in

in the boat.
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

they made new friends.
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today’s reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

They new music

because dance.
Write a response to Born on the Water. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today's reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

I speak language with my family.
Write a response to *Born on the Water*. Write about the changes for the people born on the water. Talk about anything positive in today’s reading.

The people born on the water were hopeful because...

The people is hopeful because new languages.